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HTML and php examples, this article aims at providing a quick introduction to the basic concepts in PHP coding and the simplest code
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software package, developed and produced by Ross-.More than 260 million Americans are expected to see the “miracle of birth” on
Tuesday, a celebration of the center of gravity and the evolutionary force that altered life on Earth: the birth of a human baby, a new year,
the year’s “holy trinity” of love, triumph, and science. A univer-sal human fo-tune awaits, and oh, the choices! “Newborn babies are the
most vulnerable to be used as weapons,” said “Dateline” correspondent Lisa Ling in a previous “360” story. And her warning may be based
in fact. “[T]he birth of a baby is one of the surest signs that humanity has entered a new era,” said white nationalist Keith Ellison, a running
mate for Sen. Al Franken (D-MN), in a “360” interview released on Sunday. “We are at a dangerous moment in our world.” True, but not
well enough. In “Earth’s Last Chance
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buttons.Q: tensorflow.python.ops.gen_array_ops.multiply equivalent in Theano I'm using tensorflow.python.ops.gen_array_ops.multiply

(from TF 0.12) function. This function make code more readable by using dot-dot-dot. My question is "Does Theano have this function?"
A: Yes, tensorflow.python.ops.gen_array_ops has a dot-dot-dot method called dot(a, b, name=None). It's located in the package
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